A Collection of Danish Design Sofa Beds
Innovation™ is a Danish furniture company built on top of the proud Danish tradition of furniture design. We believe that form and function must go hand in hand to create innovative durable designs for everyday use.

Since 1989 we have dedicated ourselves to the design and development of sofa beds and today we are proud to be able to call Innovation an internationally renowned specialist.

We would be happy to expand your Living space!

Per Weiss
Creative Director

Comfort and Quality

We strive to design and develop multifunctional sofas defined by:

- A unique character
- Solid functionality
- High seating comfort
- High sleeping comfort
- Durability

A precise combination of pocket spring, foam and fibre fill ensures the right balance between seating and sleeping comfort.

A rigid metal frame with metal mesh provides a strong and durable base for the upholstery.
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Dublexo sofa bed

Design by Per Weiss

The Dublexo sofa bed, designed in Denmark, is an elegant and modern design. Metal framed and pocket sprung ensures a top level of comfort and durability. It has an extra layer on top for comfort. The Dublexo is multifunctional and can be used as a sofa bed but also as an everyday sofa with multiple relax positions. The sofa bed can be ordered with or without arms and with a chair that can be used to create a useful chaise.

The mechanism has 3 positions: Sleep, relax and sit. The bed size is 115 x 210 cm.

Available in the shown textile.

Available in 7 days.

Dublexo sofa bed with arms

Design by Per Weiss

The Dublexo multifunctional sofa bed with arms, designed in Denmark, is an elegant and modern design. Metal framed and pocket sprung ensures a top level of comfort and durability. It has an extra layer on top for comfort. The arms enable the sofa bed to be used every day as a sofa. The sofa bed can be ordered without arms and with a chair. The chair can be used as a useful chaise.

The mechanism has 3 positions: Sleep, relax and sit. The bed size is 115 x 210 cm.

Available in the shown textile.

Available in 7 days.
Dublexo chair

Design by Per Weiss

The Dublexo chair, designed in Denmark, is an elegant and modern metal framed, pocket sprung chair. This useful chair can be used with the Dublexo sofa bed to create a chaise. It can be positioned flat to be placed to the front of the sofa or used as an extra seat.

The mechanism has 3 positions: sit, relax and flat. When flat it is 115 x 90 cm.

Available in the shown textile.

Available in 7 days.
Unfurl sofa bed

Design by Andreas Lund, Flemming Højfeldt & Per Weiss

The Unfurl sofa bed, designed in Denmark is a simple and elegant Mid-Century Modern design. Metal framed and pocket sprung for comfort and durability. It provides a simple and well-designed solution for modern living.

The mechanism has 3 positions: Sleep, relax and sit. The bed size is 120 x 200 cm.

Available in the shown textile.

Available in 7 days.

Recast sofa bed

Design by Per Weiss

The Recast sofa bed, designed in Denmark is a simple Mid-Century Modern design with removable back cushions and storage. Metal framed and pocket sprung for comfort and durability. The simple mechanism, with a pull out seat and drop down back combines modern design with a useful sleeping space.

The mechanism has 2 positions, when flat the bed size is 140 x 200 cm.

Available in the shown textile.

Available in 7 days.
Flemming Højfeldt was born in 1950 in Denmark and is the owner of Innovation. The inventive and multi-skilled entrepreneur founded the company back in 1971, where he functioned successfully as designer, engineer and production manager in one. His first design was the Delta-bag, which in 2006 was re-launched as the Player beanbag. Today he has specialised staff, but as a truly autodidact person, Flemming Højfeldt still keeps an eye on every step of the process at Innovation, and is happy to take the challenge, whenever obstacles occur. He keeps his feet on the ground and yet never misses a good opportunity to develop design or business. Flemming Højfeldt is the driving power behind the worldwide expansion of Innovation as well as several good design ideas.

Andreas Lund was born in 1969 in Denmark. At Innovation he has contributed to the design process of the popular sofa beds Wing and Puzzle. He started his career as an organ builder before he studied at the Danish School of Design, where he graduated in 2000. Thanks to his talent, Andreas Lund has been rewarded with numerous design funds and prizes. With his own company, Format Design, he has created both furniture and product design for several Danish companies and participated in various exhibitions. Today he is moreover teaching at the Danish School of Design and the School of Architecture in Copenhagen.

Per Weiss was born in 1950 in Denmark and is the Director of Innovation Design Office International. As an all-round creative person, he started his career as a professional musician, while already studying at the School of Architecture in Aarhus. Then giving a higher priority to his design visions, he worked for some of the famous Danish architects, Fris & Møller and Schiødt, Hammer & Lawren. In 1988 he graduated as an industrial designer. Since 1989 Per Weiss has been the head of Innovation Design Office and responsible for concept, product design and marketing.

Colpus Soft Spring sofa bed

The Colpus sofa bed, designed in Denmark is a truly unique piece of functional furniture. An extra soft pocket sprung mattress handmade in Denmark provides unique, sumptuous comfort. The 4 step head elevation, sleep, relax and sofa positions means this piece can be used in many different environments for modern living. The pocket spring and metal frame provide excellent comfort and durability. There is a lifetime guarantee on the slats and mechanism for the Colpus to give you confidence in its quality.

The mechanism has 4 step head elevation, sleep, relax and sit positions. The bed size is 140 x 200 cm.

Available in the shown textile.

Available in 7 days.
Expand Your Living Space